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What is HODL XRP?  HODL XRP is a reward token based on XRP. Holders will be
consistently generating a passive income, of a truly prospective cryptocurrency.
Holders will be able to track their XRP rewards on our sleek custom D’APP. HODL
XRP token is fully integrated and synchronized with the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). 
 Your rewards can be claimed effortlessly from with in the DAPP to your Metamask
wallet.   

Why XRP Rewards XRP is an open-source digital asset built to be the most practical
cryptocurrency for applications across the financial services space. The
cryptocurrency’s goal is to enable secure, instant, and cheap global financial
transactions. Ripples network provides a high level of real-world utility through a
process of issuance. Real-world assets can be traded seamlessly eliminating any
transaction fees associated with the transactions. Ripple is integrated within the
systems of huge financial institutions worldwide, with the potential for exponential
growth in the coming years. We believe rewards in XRP provide long-term
sustainable gains for our holders. 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Vision: Our vision is to provide long-term income for HODL XRP investors. To
ensure we meet our vision we will implement various marketing initiatives, which
will provide the highest level of rewards and returns to investors.

Community Driven: A strong, solid community is the backbone of every successful
project. The HODL XRP community has the power to make decisions and drive the
direction of the project. This we believe will be a key factor in delivering high levels
of rewards to our holders.

Transparency: Providing our investors with full transparency throughout the project
is a top priority for us. Trust from our investors' trust will propel the project to its
maximum potential.

Sustainability: For our investors is the driving force of this project. HODL XRP will
provide long-term sustainability by providing a sustainable community, sustainable
rewards, and sustainable fundamentals.
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Token Name: .................................................................... HODLXRP 

Token Symbol: ................................................................. $HODLXRP 

Decimals: Network: .......................................................... Binance Smart Chain 

Specification: .................................................................... BEP 20 

Smart Contract Address: ....... 0x32Ef0cE6078cfdEF67f3E21D40d3eE9D437A7B06

Softcap: ............................................................................. 125

Hardcap: ............................................................................ 250

1% LP 1% LP

1% FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS 

1% FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS 

4% REWARDS
4% REWARDS

3% MARKETING 3% MARKETING

Total supply: 1 billion
Liquidity lock:  180 days

Taxes: 9% Buy and Sell

BUY TAX Distribution SELL TAX Distribution 
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Locked Liquidity
The initial liquidity will be locked up for a period of 6 months. This liquidity will be
locked by Pinksale, in a secure vault for the full timeframe specified. 

Pre Launch Audit and KYC 
The team will undergo a full KYC prior to launch to provide full transparency and
validity within the project. The team has undertaken a full Audit and KYC from
Coinscope. 

Audit: https://www.coinscope.co/coin/hodlxrp/audit
KYC: https://www.coinscope.co/coin/hodlxrp/kyc
The audit will be conducted to ensure no vulnerabilities can be found in the
contract: 0x32Ef0cE6078cfdEF67f3E21D40d3eE9D437A7B06
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The Roadmap is only just a brief overview of the project and the team and intends
to implement many other milestones throughout the lifecycle. The vision for the
project is clear and we strive to deliver long-term sustainability for our investors.
There will be frequent AMAs, community polls, and discussions throughout to
determine the journey of the project.

We strive to provide the highest level of rewards in a short timeframe and
establish, a solid community of long-term holders who will be a key part of
additions to the road map.

4000 Telegram members 
 Website Deployed 
Socials Created 
Custom Dashboard (DApp) Deployed 
Full KYC and Audit obtained 
Organic Marketing Push

Certik audit 

Real life Utility Devlopment 

Major partnerships 

CEX listing on top exchanges 

NFT collection and staking

Listing CMC / CG 

7000 Telegram members 

Big Influencer marketing push 

3000 holders 

Holder Giveaways

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3
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Our journey will not be one to miss and everyone is welcome to join. The entire
community will have full transparency and see their contributions be implemented
throughout the project. Let us take you on an unforgettable journey, and work
achieve our vision collectively. 

You can find all relevant information regarding the project on one of our social
media accounts, make sure to keep yourself updated!  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